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Portrait of the Artist – On Show, The Queen’s Gallery, London

150 portraits from artists including Rembrandt, Rubens, Freud and Hockney, from the 15th to
the 21st century are now on show in the first exhibition of its kind, Portrait of the Artist at The
Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace, London until April 17, 2017. Read More | Buy Tickets

Addictively wonderful, Israeli born Berlin based musician Avi Avital a charismatic much in demand rock
star mandolinist, electrifying to watch in concert, returned ‘on demand’ to be guest soloist with the
Australian Brandenburg Orchestra led by artistic director Paul Dyer. Read More

David Hockney: Current a show which is a language in images at the NGV International reveals the
intangibles that so often occlude the truth with a riveting and powerfully humanistic reality. David
Hockney was on hand to chat to NGV Director Tony Ellwood.  Read More | Buy Tickets

A Life In The Theatre, at the Eternity Playhouse, Sydney, is made all the more real by the passion and
professionalism of the cast, creative and production team. The costume changes were countless, the
music the means for guaranteeing the play’s continuity and cohesion. Read Rose Niland Review

Threads of History: Dressing Stonnington is an exhibition being held in the old ballroom of
Northbrook, a historical house in Malvern that houses the historical archive of the City of Stonnington
during its [Untitled] literacy festival.  Read More | Program & Bookings

The value of the arts and creativity in Australian life is all about inspiring and challenging audiences,
stakeholders and supporters to foster relationships and collaborations that lead to academic and
economic benefit. Society needs hope and inspiration for innovation to prevail. Read More

The vitality and effervescence of colour in Under the Same Moon an exhibition by Sydney based artist
Jan Cristaudo at the Incinerator Art Space, Sydney recently was extraordinary, an evocative colour
saturated show of abstraction defining her vibrant style. Read Rose Niland Review

[Untitled] - Stonnington Literary Festival 2016, held annually in the City of Stonnington, which
incorporates the cities of Malvern and Prahran within greater Melbourne. Held November 16 - 23 it
aims to expand experiences of literature through a myriad of inventive ways.  Read More

An age of reform, revolution, scientific discovery, dazzling artistry, literary excellence, military milestones,
political and social scandal, in Episodes 9 & 10 of Season 2 if BBC One TV series Poldark, our favourite
TV couple Ross and Demelz Poldark are at war over Elizabeth. Spoilers attached. Read More

A Christmas pudding is the perfect finale to the Xmas festive meal. One of our most popular posts at
this time of year is the recipe for my mum Rita’s rich Christmas pudding in a cloth, part of an ongoing
tradition dating back to her great grandmother Cameron from Scotland.  Read More

Click for 2016 Participating Restaurants
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